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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The “movie” is playing without any interruptions! 

	 Yesterday’s Cats Illustrated issue didn’t have much of the actual 
“movie” in it. So, today’s issue is just the movie story without any 
interruptions. Enjoy!


	 Harvey ran across the large plain, and as he covered distance with his 
large and powerful strides, his surroundings seemed to become darker, 
wetter, and more humid. “I hate these conditions,” Harvey muttered to 
himself, glancing forlornly at his only sugar cube that he had brought along, 
which was wet from the humidity and already starting to mold. So that is 
what the monster was in Harvey’s mind. Some kind of strange monsters that 
destroyed sugar. Now that you think about it, Harvey is wearing sugar based 
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armor and uses sugar like any other building 
substance to construct his hut. Also, sugar must 
actually be a main food group in Harvey’s 
strange mind. 


	 Harvey encountered his first monster 
after only a bit more of running. His lone sugar 
cube had molded completely, and Harvey 
dropped it off. Also, his armor was starting to 
look a bit green, mushy, and unfit to fight in. The 
monster that had appeared a couple hundred 
meters off looked like a giant bird, made of 
water. Of course! Sugar melted quite fast in hot 
water! No wonder they were the monsters in 
Harvey’s mind. But the water bird seemed to be 
getting closer, and closer, but didn’t seem to be 
moving at all. This was a very odd phenomenon 
to behold, but Harvey didn’t seem fazed. He 
walked up to the bird slowly, drawing a sword 
made of hard, compacted sugar. Then, he sliced 
the bird through across the stomach. The bird 
seemed to dissolve into water, and Harvey 
quickly sheathed his sugar sword to keep it from 
molding on dampening. Then, Harvey started 
running again, and as he ran, Harvey’s surroundings got darker, damper, and 
then, finally, Harvey reached a clearing of light, and there was another cat in 
the clearing. 


	 Okay. I said that this issue would be 
completely dedicated to Harvey’s “movie”, but 
a pressing issue has arisen. From the jail, the 
thief cat has somehow escaped. No police 
officers were harmed, no locks were picked, 
and there was no sign of the thief cat after they 
had gone. But also, at the hospital, Harvey’s 
body went missing. And unfortunately, so did 
the bottle of the American red flower nectar. 
North is in tears because of this, because even 
if Harvey beats his mind, the thief cat can just 

infect him again. This is very bad news for Harvey, and all cats. The thief cat 
may be more powerful than anything that could have been predicted.


	 Subscribe again for more on these hair raising issues!
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“Harvey was 
doing good in 
the fight against 
his mind, but 
now he’ll lose for 
sure!” 

 - NORTH, WHO’S DISTRAUGHT
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